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Purpose: Drawing from self-determination theory, the present study aims to identify the

structures and functions of work motivation profiles by using a person-centered approach and

to explore the relationships between work motivations and different work performances in the

workplace.

Materials and methods: The participants in this research are from different provinces in

China, such as Beijing, Tianjin, Shandong, and Hebei. The participants work in state-owned

enterprises, private enterprises, foreign-funded enterprises, and public institutions. We con-

tacted the head of the human resources department of the company where the employee was

located, and then the human resources supervisor sent the questionnaire to the relevant

employees for data collection. In Study 1, we obtained a total of 842 valid questionnaires.

In Study 2, employee work performance was assessed by immediate supervisors, and we

obtained a total of 630 valid matched data. This study identified the structure and function of

work motivation profiles using a person-centered approach, ie, latent profile analysis. The

analysis of variance approach was used to explore the relationship between work motivations

and different work performances in the workplace.

Results: Using latent profile analysis, we found 5 work motivation profiles: dominant, high-

midrange, low-midrange, intrinsic motivation-minor and intrinsic motivation-dominant. The

five different profiles varied in the level (quantitative differences: dominant, high-midrange,

and low-midrange) and shape (qualitative differences: intrinsic motivation-minor and intrin-

sic motivation-dominant) of the profile indicators. We found that these profiles differentially

predicted employee performance. Our results reveal new insights into work motivations and

how different work motivation profiles affect work performance.

Conclusion: We employed a new perspective to better understand the relations between

motivations and work performance under the framework of self-determination theory. We

were able to demonstrate that (1) different motivation strategies at work do consistently exist

and (2) latent profile membership differentiates employee work performance. Our results

show that high performance can be exhibited when an employee’s motivation is the dominant

type. High-dominant employees with high intrinsic motivation and low extrinsic motivation

exhibit worse task performance. The results of this research show that a person-centered

approach can better clarify the complexity of the process regarding how work motivations

interact within an employee. The major theoretical contribution of this research is the use of

latent profile analysis (LPA) to demonstrate five different subpopulations that can exhibit

different combinations of work motivations in the emerging market of China. Second, our

results show that identified regulation is important in predicting work performance. Third, we

advanced the self-determination theory (SDT) research by exploring the relations between

different motivation profiles and work performance.
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Introduction
Campbell’s definition of work performance is widely

recognized, and it refers to the “behaviors or actions that

are relevant to the goals of the organization”.1 Employee

work performance is a popular issue in management lit-

erature, which has attracted considerable attention in

recent years. Many researchers have focused on this

topic, and many organizational management studies see it

as the dependent variable.2 Work motivation is a

set of energetic forces that originate both within as well as

beyond an individual’s being to initiate work-related beha-

viors and to determine their form, direction, intensity, and

duration.3

Existing literature on job performance shows that

employee motivation is one of the key factors promoting

job performance.3,4 Academic research has shown the

different effects of work motivation on different types of

work performance.5

The relationship between work motivations and work

performance has been evaluated in the extant literature,

and researchers have reported different conclusions. Most

of the extant literature has described the motivations as

extrinsic or intrinsic,4 and literature about intrinsic moti-

vations indicates that these motivations can improve work

performance.6,7 However, the extant literature has sug-

gested that sometimes an individual’s behaviors cannot

be explained by intrinsic motivations.8 For example,

employees may be devoted to their work because they

feel responsible for their work or because they understand

the importance of their work activities, not because they

are interested in it.4 According to the extant literature

about extrinsic motivations, Rogstadius found that extrin-

sic motivations could not improve employees’ work per-

formance. However, Mekler performed experimental

research and found that extrinsic motivations can promote

work performance.9 The different conclusions between

work motivations and work performance in the extant

literature cannot provide effective suggestions that man-

agers can use to improve employee work performance

through their motivations.

There are two main reasons for these different conclu-

sions. First, the division of extrinsic motivations is too

general in the extant literature. Self-determination theory

(SDT) has proposed a continuum model, which differs

from the previous distinction of extrinsic and intrinsic

motivation.10,11 In the continuum model, extrinsic motiva-

tion is divided into different forms of motivation

regulations, such as external, introjected and identified

motivations.12 Therefore, the multidimensional conceptua-

lization of the motivation types provides a more nuanced

method of exploring the effect of motivational types on

work performance. Second, the previous method of exam-

ining the relationship between work motivation and work

performance is based on a variable-centered approach,

which does not take into account the way that individuals

can be motivated by the association of different motiva-

tions with one another. Although variable-centered

approaches have demonstrated many insights into the rela-

tionship between work motivation and other variables,

person-centered approaches (eg, latent profile analysis)

have the potential to extend work motivations by identify-

ing how different profiles are differentially linked to ante-

cedents and outcomes.13,14

Following the self-determination theory perspective,

the current research aims to identify the structures and

functions of work motivation profiles by introducing a

person-centered paradigm. In particular, this study aims

to contribute to the present body of knowledge in two

distinct ways. First, the present study expands on the

literature to study motivational profiles in the emerging

market of China. Most previous studies have conducted a

latent profile analysis for motivation in developed coun-

tries. Specifically, our study broadens the literature by

using latent profile analysis to investigate work motiva-

tions. Second, we identified different work motivation

profiles and found that different profiles differentially pre-

dicted work performance. Our findings reveal new insights

into work motivations and suggest that each employee

may use different combinations of work motivations to

motivate their work performance. Furthermore, the results

may also provide suggestions to management regarding

the distinct combinations of work motivations.

Theory and hypotheses
Motivation constructions from SDT
Most of the extant literature has described motivations as

either intrinsic motivations or extrinsic motivations.4

Following these theories, extrinsic behaviors are directed

by an external mechanism, for example, reputation or

money. Although intrinsic behaviors are guided by a per-

son’s interests,7 studies about motivation continue to be

pursued.15 Existing studies have suggested that a person’s

behavior cannot be account for by intrinsic or extrinsic
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incentives.8 The extant literature ignores the disadvantages

of the division of work motivation. For example, some

employees are responsible, and they may be busy at work

simply because they identify with their work, not because

they are interested in their work.

Deci and Ryan proposed SDT and thought that different

motivations could coexist. An important aspect of SDT is

that it provides a new perspective for work motivations and

has become a new positive theory. Furthermore, SDT pur-

ports that extrinsic motivations are different in the degree

that they are internalized.16 According to SDT, extrinsic

regulations have three different types: external regulation

introjected regulation and identified regulation.17 External

regulation is located at the low end of the continuum, and it

refers to execute a task in order to get rewards or avoid

punishment.18 Introjected regulation is an internal regula-

tion, although it is not accepted as personal regulation.

Rather, introjected regulation refers to the performance of

a task because the person wants to maintain their self-worth

or avoid guilt.19 Identified regulation is autonomously regu-

lated. It refers to engagement in a task because a person

identifies with the activity.20 In summation, SDT offers a

creative conceptualization of the internalization of motiva-

tions and a multidimensional perspective of motivation.10,16

Relationship between work motivations

and work performance
Work performance is the most typical variable in work orga-

nizational research. Work performance refers to the beha-

viors or actions that are relevant to the goals of organization.1

According to the literature, the structure of work perfor-

mance has generated dozens of studies.21–25 There are four

dimensions of work performance: interpersonal perfor-

mance, adaptive performance, dedicative performance, and

task performance.2 Interpersonal performance refers to the

relationship between facilitation and collaboration; adaptive

performance relates to adaptive behavior in an organization.

When the conditions change, the person can adapt to the

environment well; dedicative performance refers to the

degree that a person copes with the difficulties. Task perfor-

mance relates to individual ability and work knowledge, and

it refers to how an individual’s work contributes to the

organization’s technical core.26,27

SDT suggests that an intrinsic motivation refers to activ-

ities for which the motivation promotes the behavior itself.28

When intrinsically motivated, employees experience interest

and enjoyment in the work29 and tend to display high-quality

performance.4,30 In a meta-analysis, Nicklin suggested that

intrinsic motivations are positively related to work perfor-

mance, especially the quality of the work performed.31 For

the relationship between extrinsic motivations and work

performance, previous research has not resulted in consistent

conclusions. External incentives can promote positive out-

comes because it can deliver the message that a person is

capable.32 External incentives are also important to improve

employee’s performance, persistence, and productivity.33

However, some studies think that extrinsic motivations may

diminish work performance. The more extrinsic motivations

that employees have, the more job burnout that tends to

occur,34 which may reduce employees’ work engagement

and work performance. Previous studies about the impact

of work motivations from the SDT perspective still focus on

the variable-centered approach by studying how different

motivations independently or additively affect different per-

formances. As such, using LPA, we tried to find the structure

and the function of distinct work motivation profiles that

comprise intrinsic motivations, identified regulations, intro-

jected motivations and extrinsic motivations and their poten-

tial for differential functional implications.35

Person-centered approach—latent profile

analysis
Latent profile analysis (LPA) is used to construct a typol-

ogy or clustering based on a set of observed variables.

That is, it classifies observational units into a set of latent

classes. In related psychology research, the aim of using

the latent categorical approach would be to simply the

latent classes by investigating their association with exter-

nal variables and explore the relationships between that

variable and other observed auxiliary variables.

LPA can distinct subpopulations that are different in

the quality (shape) and quantity (level).36 According to

Marsh, quantitative difference means profiles differ abso-

lutely in the level of indicators.36 In this research, indivi-

duals in the profile have high intrinsic motivations,

identified regulations, introjected regulations and extrinsic

motivations and the other profile contains the person that

is low in intrinsic motivations, identified regulations, intro-

jected regulations and extrinsic motivations. The qualita-

tive difference means profiles vary in profile indicators

relatively. In the current research, that means the person

in the profile that has high intrinsic motivations, identified

regulations and low deep introjected regulations and

extrinsic motivations, whereas another profile has
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moderate intrinsic motivations, identified regulations,

introjected regulations and extrinsic motivations.

In the work domain, the academic research by Van den

Brock employed cluster analysis to divide the employees’

motivation into four types: “high autonomous/low con-

trolled motivation” (HA/LC), “high autonomous/high con-

trolled motivation” (HA/HC), “low autonomous/high

controlled motivation” (LA/HC), and “low autonomous/

low controlled motivation” (LA/LC).37 In a similar

domain, Moran used cluster analysis to divide employees’

motivation into five distinctive forms: such as (1) moder-

ate levels of all motivation types, (2) high levels of all

motivation types (eg, HA/HC profile), (3) low levels of

autonomous motivation and moderate levels controlled

motivation (4) high levels of intrinsic, identified, and

introjected motivations and (5) moderate levels of all

motivation types except for an introjection motivation.38

Despite the ubiquity and the great importance of cluster-

ing, many scholars have reported the drawbacks of

employing cluster analysis. First, “the information col-

lected through cluster sampling is heavily reliant on the

skills of the researcher and that, if the data collection

methods are subpar, then the data collected will not be as

beneficial as it could be. Second, “cluster sampling only

works well when people can be classified as units”. Third,

“the findings from cluster sampling only apply to those

population groups”.39–41 To overcome the weakness of

previous studies, Grave employed LPA to investigate the

motivational profiles of managers and revealed six distinct

motivational profiles.42 For example, high autonomous

motivational regulations and moderate levels of controlled

motivations were investigated. Four other profiles were

either very low, low, moderately low external motivation

or high intrinsic, identified, and introjected motivations.

The final profile comprised of moderately high levels of all

four motives.42 Despite the robustness of the findings, the

study has been plagued by the reliance on small samples.

Joshua Howard overcomes this limitation by the inclusion

of two large samples of employees from two different

countries and reported four motivation profiles (eg,

balanced motivation, amotivated, autonomously regulated

and highly motivated) in the work domain that replicated

across two large and heterogeneous samples of employees

across multiple industries and job categories.43

Gabriel regards LPA as a person-centered approach.12

LPA helps researchers to know how variables conjoint to

operate and how variables operate within people. LPA is

based on the probability model. It allows for distinct

subpopulations to be identified. LPA takes into considera-

tion the most likely class membership and classification

error rate. It can account for the error in profile classifica-

tion by examining the links of the profiles with other

variables.44 Using a person-centered approach lets us

understand how employees use different profiles of moti-

vation to affect their work performance.

In the current research, we conducted 2 studies. In

Study 1, we investigated whether there are different moti-

vation profiles. In Study 2, we replicated the profile struc-

ture observed in Study 1 and investigated the implications

of work motivation profiles for work performance.

Study 1: establishing the work motivation

strategy
Previous studies on intrinsic motivations, introjected reg-

ulations, identified regulations and extrinsic motivations

draw on the separation perspective, and they consider

motivations independently. Different motivations have

been examined independently without considering the

other motivations. According to the different combinations

of four motivations in high or low levels, 16 potential

work motivation combinations are observed. In accor-

dance with SDT, motivations are varied in the degree to

which it internalized.16 It is hard to diverge clearly from

each other across different motivation profiles. Therefore,

a person-centered approach can test whether there are

different combinations of work motivations, which might

provide a deeper way to understand work motivation.

Method
Ethical statement

The present study was reviewed and approved by the

ethics review committees of the Donlinks School of

Economics and Management. All subjects knew that they

would be participating in a short survey and that they

could withdraw from participation at any time. All parti-

cipants provided written informed consent as per the

Declaration of Helsinki.

Participants and procedures
Like many prior studies,45 the participants in Study 1 were

from different companies in Beijing, Tianjin, Shandong, and

Hebei who contacted via their HR managers randomly. We

collected a total of 850 questionnaires. As a result, 842

participants provided valid responses for demographic char-

acteristics and the work motivation scale. The response rate
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was 99.05%. For participants included in the data analysis

(46.1% males and 53.9% were females), their average age

was 28.54, 57.2% held a Bachelor’s degree, and 36.1% held a

Master’s degree. Employees who agreed to complete the

questionnaires were told that all the information were strictly

confidential and only used for academic research.

Participation was voluntary.

Measures
Work motivation. The questionnaire has 12 items and each

dimension includes three items. Work motivation is mea-

sured through the general self-regulation scale.25 The

question on the scale range from 1 (strongly disagree) to

7 (strongly agree). Some scholars have used the scale to

conduct research on Chinese employees, indicating that

the scale can effectively measure the motivation of

Chinese employees.4 Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the

scale was 0.925. Fit indicators for confirmatory factor

analysis (CFA) based on the data from Liseral 8.70 were

as follows: x2/df=3.81, CFI = 0.96, IFI = 0.96, NFI =. 89,

and RMSEA =0.03.

Control variables. We measured and controlled for the

effects of “participants’ age”, “gender” (“1= male”, and

“2= female”), an “education level” (“1= associate degree”

or below, “2= Bachelor”, and “3= Master or above”).

Analytic procedure
The LPA reveals heterogeneity in a sample. Using LPA

can identify different profiles in which the individuals vary

in performance on specific variables.46 In this article, they

were external motivations, introjected regulations, identi-

fied regulations and intrinsic motivations. We used Mplus

(Version 6) to conduct the LPA. According to Nylund,

Asparouhov, and Muthén, we selected the best number of

profiles in lines with the following fit indexes:18 “the

Bayesian information criterion (BIC), the Akaike informa-

tion criteria (AIC), the Vuong-Lo-Mendell-Rubin likeli-

hood ratio test (VLMR), the Lo-Mendell-Rubin adjusted

LRT test (LMR-A), the bootstrapped likelihood ratio test

(BLRT), and the entropy test“. A better fit is observed

when the AIC and BIC are lower and the p-value is

significant. Entropy represents the degree that how many

people are divided into the right types.

Results
Table 1 presents the correlations among variables, means,

and standard deviations. We found that external motivations,

introjected regulations, identified regulations, and intrinsic

motivations were positively associated with each other

though correlation analyses. Age was not related to external

motivations, introjected regulations, identified regulations

and intrinsic motivations (p>0.05). There were no gender or

age differences in these outcomes (p>0.05). Comparisons of

participants who provided complete data with those who did

not reveal any significant differences in age, gender propor-

tion or education level (Table 2). Therefore, sampling bias

should not be a concern for this study. Hence, the outcomes

of the LPAwere not influenced by age and gender.

The LPA estimated solutions use centered scores.

Table 3 presents the fit indexes for the LPA in two

different samples. The five-profile best fit the data

according to the results. Although the BLRT of six-pro-

files was statistically significant, the entropy was low, and

the VLMR and LMR-A were nonsignificant. The results

of the fit indexes indicated that the five-profile solution

provided the best fit.

Figure 1 contains the patterns of external motivations,

introjected regulation, identified regulations and intrinsic

motivations for each of five profiles. Profile 1 accounted

for 18.2% of the sample and contained lower external

motivations and introjected regulations, higher identified

regulations, and intrinsic motivations. We label profile 1 as

IM-dominant (intrinsic motivation-dominant). For the four

motivations, they contain the highest intrinsic motivations.

Profile 2 accounts for 7% of the sample and contains

higher external motivations and lower introjected regula-

tions and identifies regulations and intrinsic motivations.

For the four motivations for profile 2, it contains the

Table 1 Correlations among variables, means, and standard deviations

Variables Means SD 1 2 3 4

1. External regulation 3.65 1.27 1

2. Introjected regulation 4.48 1.34 0.58** 1

3. Identified regulation 4.56 1.37 0.29** 0.50** 1

4. Intrinsic motivation 4.79 1.38 0.19** 0.39** 0.63** 1

Notes: Reliability coefficients are shown in bold along the diagonal of the table. n=842; **P<0.01.
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lowest identified regulation. We label profile 2 as IM-

minor (intrinsic motivation-minor). Profile 3 consists of

23.9% of the sample and includes employees who have

lower external motivations and higher introjected regula-

tions, identified regulations and intrinsic motivations. For

the four motivations for profile 3, it contains the highest

intrinsic motivations and lowest external motivations. We

label profile 3 as low-midrange (low-midrange motiva-

tions). Profile 4 accounts for 32.5% of the sample and

contains higher external motivations, introjected regula-

tions and lower identified regulations and intrinsic motiva-

tions. We label profile 4 as high-midrange (high-midrange

motivations). Profile 5 consists of 18.4% of the sample and

contains the highest external motivations, introjected reg-

ulations, identified regulations, and intrinsic motivations

compared to the other four types. We label profile 5 as

dominant (dominant motivations).

Accordingly, we identify five different profiles of work

motivations. We consider how to work differentiated moti-

vations into the profiles. Then, we analyze the data using

an analysis of variance (ANOVA). From Table 4, we

obtained significant differences across different profiles

in extrinsic motivations, introjected regulations, identified

regulation and intrinsic motivations. Finally, we used mul-

tiple comparisons to identify between-group differences in

variables.

The results of the profile mean comparisons across the

five profiles are presented in Table 5. Significant differ-

ences are found in the extrinsic motivations between dif-

ferent profiles, except that IM-dominant, low-midrange,

and IM-minor show no significant differences in the paired

comparisons. Significant differences are observed between

the groups in introjected motivations and identified

Table 2 ANOVA results of gender, age and education level in

Study 1 (n=842)

SS df mean F

Gender 3.944 4 0.99 4.02***

Age 713.619 4 178.41 4.58***

Education level 18.979 4 4.75 11.01***

Notes: n=842; ***P<0.005.
Abbreviations: SS, sum-of-squares; df, degrees of freedom; MS, mean squares;

F, F ratio.

Table 3 Results of latent class analyses

Number of groups AIC BIC VLMR

p

LMR-A

p

BLRT

p

Entropy

2 10735.57 10796.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.78

3 10543.46 10628.45 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.70

4 10402.68 10511.28 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.75

5 10286.08 10418.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.77

6 10234.01 10389.81 0.74 0.75 0.00 0.79

Abbreviations: BIC, Bayesian information criteria; AIC, Akaike information criteria; VLMR, Vuong-Lo-Mendell-Rubin-likelihood ratio test; LMR-A, Lo-Mendell-Rubin

adjusted LRT test; BLRT, Bootstrapped likelihood ratio test.

2
Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile 3 Profile 4 Profile 5

1.5

1

0.5

-0.5

-1

-1.5

External motivation Introjection motivation Identification motivation Intrinsic motivation

-2

0

Figure 1 Profiles of work motivations from LPA (Study 1).
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motivations as well as in the intrinsic motivations between

different profiles. Specifically, the IM-dominant and domi-

nant are significantly higher than the other profiles,

although they did not differ from each other.

Study 2: replicating and expanding our

understanding of the influence of work

motivation on work performance
Study 1 found five profiles that were different in the level

(quantitative differences—dominant, high-midrange, and

low-midrange) and shape (qualitative differences—IM-

minor and IM-dominant) of work motivation in the emer-

ging market of China. Study 2 was designed to replicate

the profile structure of work motivation in Study 1. Study

2 attempted to use different participants to verify the

stability and universality of work motivation profiles. In

addition, Study 2 expanded the outcomes by exploring the

relationships between different work motivation profiles

and different work performance. Based on Study 1, we

believed that Study 2 could replicate Study 1. Thus, we

proposed hypothesis 1:

Hypothesis 1: The five identified latent profiles will vary
quantitatively (Dominant, low-midrange, and high-mid-
range) and qualitatively (IM-dominant and IM-minor).

SDT showed that employee’s motivation can influence

their work performance.28,29 Cerasoli reported the positive

effect of intrinsic motivation on “quality of work perfor-

mance”, that is to say, employee’s task performance can be

influenced by intrinsic motivation.7 External incentives

reveal the message that an individual’s competence is

boosted.32 Technical quantity and quality reflect a person’s

competence to accomplish task.47 Therefore, external reg-

ulation may foster task performance.52 Dedicated perfor-

mance is related to intrinsic motivation because intrinsic

motivation can impact motivational effort and

persistence,48 and people who are motivated intrinsically

will pay more intensity and effort in the activity.7

Moreover, some researchers found that external rewards

and incentives are necessary for persistence.49 Thus, we

suggest that external regulations may also be related to

dedicated performance. Employees are more willing to

take part in the job of their colleagues when they are

intrinsically motivated, which can increase their interper-

sonal performance.50 A significant positive relationship is

observed between intrinsic motivations and creativity,51

and creativity is an instance of adaptive performance.

Therefore, intrinsic motivations are related to adaptive

performance. At the same time, some researchers believed

that adaptive performance includes adjustment, innovation

and so on.22 Adaptive performance can affect interpersonal

behaviors, which are more likely to be related to identified

regulations.4 Different profiles vary both quantitatively

and qualitatively.36 A quantitative difference means that

Table 4 ANOVA results of motivations in different profiles

(n=630)

Variables SS df MS F

Extrinsic regulation 761.47 4 190.37 268.02***

Introjected regulation 892.19 4 223.05 301.79***

Identified regulation 1252.61 4 313.15 804.99***

Intrinsic motivation 855.64 4 213.91 244.79***

Notes: n=630; ***P<0.005.
Abbreviations: SS, sum-of-squares; df, degrees of freedom; MS, mean squares; F, F

ratio.

Table 5 Multiple-comparison results of motivations (n=630)

Profile Profile Extrinsic regulation Introjected regulation Identified regulation Intrinsic motivation

Profile 1 Profile 2 −0.53*** 1.58*** 3.88*** 3.35***

Profile 3 −0.15 0.59*** 2.38*** 2.14***

Profile 4 −1.50** −0.77*** 1.13*** 1.44***

Profile 5 −2.56*** −1.79*** −0.29*** 0.03

Profile 2 Profile 3 0.38* −0.99*** −1.49*** −1.21***

Profile 4 −0.96*** −2.35*** −2.74*** −1.91***

Profile 5 −2.03*** −3.37*** −4.17*** −3.32***

Profile 3 Profile 4 −1.35*** −1.37*** −1.24*** −0.70***

Profile 5 −2.41*** −2.38*** −2.67*** −2.10***

Profile 4 Profile 5 −1.06*** −1.01*** −1.43*** −1.41***

Notes: The p-value represents a significant difference between different profiles in motivation. n=630; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.005.
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some profiles own high intrinsic motivations, identified

regulations, introjected regulations and extrinsic motiva-

tions, and the other is low in intrinsic motivations, identi-

fied regulations, introjected regulations and extrinsic

motivations. A qualitative difference means that some

profiles have high intrinsic motivations, identified regula-

tions and low deep introjected regulations and extrinsic

motivations, whereas another profile performs moderate

intrinsic motivations, identified regulations, introjected

regulations and extrinsic motivations. Thus, we pursued

the following relationships.

Hypothesis 2: Dominant, followed by high-midrange, will
present higher (a) task performance, (b) interpersonal per-
formance, (c) dedicated performance, and (d) adaptive
performance compared with low-midrange.

Hypothesis 3: Dominant perform highest in (a) interperso-
nal performance, (b) adaptive performance, IM-dominant
and low-midrange, and are lowest in IM-minor.

Hypothesis 4: Dominant and high-midrange perform high-
est in dedicated performance, followed by the IM-domi-
nant and low-midrange and are lowest in IM-minor.

Method
Participants and procedures
The participants in Study 2 were from different companies

in Beijing, Tianjin, Shandong, and Hebei. Their HR man-

agers were contacted randomly. We collected a total of 650

questionnaires. A total of 630 participants provided valid

responses for demographic characteristics and the work

motivation scale. The corresponding supervisor assessed

the employee’s work performance. The response rate was

96.92%. For participants included in the data analysis

(56.7% males and 53.9%, 40.7% were females), their

average age was 28.7 (SD =1.606), 41.2% held

Bachelor’s degrees, and 45.4% held Master’s degrees.

Employees who agreed to complete the questionnaires

were told that all the information would remain strictly

confidential and would be used strictly for academic

research. Participation was voluntary.

Measures
We carried out the same measures of work motivations as

those in Study 1. The Cronbach’s α was 0.925. CFA was

run to investigate whether the factor structure of this scale

can be supported by the current data. The fit indicators

based on the data from Liseral 8.70 were as follows: x2/

df =3.83, CFI =0 0.90, IFI =0 0.93, NFI =0.87, and

RMSEA =0.03.

Work performance. The questionnaire has 29 items and

four dimensions.2 Work performance was measured

through the managers assessed their subordinate’s perfor-

mance. The questions were provided using a 5-point

Likert-type scale. The scale used Chinese subjects as sam-

ples to explore structure and measurement items of the

scale.2 In addition, it was cited 475 times on the China

National Knowledge Infrastructure. Many scholars have

used the scale to conduct research on Chinese employees.4

Therefore, the scale can effectively measure the work

performance of Chinese employees. The Cronbach’s α
was 0.950. CFA was run to determine whether the factor

structure of this scale can be supported by the current data.

The fit indicators based on the data from Liseral 8.70 were

as follows: x2/df =2.67, CFI =0.91, IFI =0.92, NFI =0.88,

and RMSEA =0.03.

Control variables. We measured and controlled for the

effects of “participants’ age”, “gender” (“1=male”, and

“2=female”), an “education level” (“1=Associate’s degree”

or below, “2=Bachelor’s degree”, and “3= Master’s degree

or above”).

Results
The descriptive statistics and correlations among work

motivations (external motivations, introjected regulations,

identified regulations and intrinsic motivations) and work

performance (task performance, interpersonal perfor-

mance, adaptive performance, and dedicated performance)

appear in Table 6. The results show that different motiva-

tions were positively related to different work perfor-

mances. The results of the correlation analysis generally

supported the positive effects of work motivations on work

performances. Comparisons of participants who provided

complete data with those who did not reveal any signifi-

cant differences in age, gender proportion or education

level (Table 7). Therefore, sampling bias should not be a

concern for this study.

Table 8 shows the results of LPAs. According to the

criteria from Study 1, the five-profile was still the best

solution and showed the low AIC, BIC statistics, signifi-

cant LMR and BLRT statistics, and large entropy. Six-

solution had lower AIC, BIC, and larger entropy, but its

LMR and BLRT statistics were nonsignificant. Notably,

these statistics have been believed the most important in

choosing the correct solution.44
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As shown Figure 2, the five profiles were similar to the

profiles in Study 1. Profile 4 (high-midrange) (M external

motivation =4.1170, M introjected regulation =4.9618, M

identified regulation =4.6246, and M intrinsic motiva-

tion =4.4680) had the majority of the participants (31.42%),

followed by profile 3 (low-midrange) (24.28%, M external

motivation =2.7712, M introjected regulation =3.5948, M

identified regulation =3.3791, and M intrinsic motiva-

tion =3.7712), profile 5 (dominant) (20.95%,M external moti-

vation =5.1798, M introjected regulation =5.9747, M

identified regulation =6.0556, and M intrinsic motiva-

tion =5.8753) and profile 1 (IM-dominant) (17.46%, M exter-

nal motivation =2.6202, M introjected regulation =4.1846, M

identified regulation =5.7582, and M intrinsic motiva-

tion =5.9082). The smallest profile was profile 2 (IM-minor)

(5.87%,M external motivation =3.1532, M introjected regula-

tion =2.6–81 M identified regulation =1.8829, and M intrinsic

motivation =2.5595). The general structure was replicated,

thus supporting hypothesis 1 that dominant, IM-dominant,

high-midrange, low-midrange, and IM-minor would be

identified.

Once the profiles of motivation were identified, they

were compared on measures of job performance. The

mean differences are presented in Figure 3.

An ANOVAwas performed to compare profiles (Table 9).

The five identified profiles differed significantly on work

performance, thus indicating that profiles varied on several

outcome measures.

From Table 10, we obtained significant differences

across different profiles in different motivations. Then,

we used multiple comparisons to identify between-profile

differences in variables.

Task performance was highest in the dominant profile

followed by the high-midrange, whereas the lowest was in

the low-midrange, IM-dominant, and IM-minor. Please see

Figure 3 for details. Employees in the profiles of IM-minor,

low-midrange, and IM-dominant did significantly vary in

task performance; however, they presented significantly

lower levels than employees with the dominant and high-

midrange profiles, with the former being significantly greater

Table 6 Correlations among variables, means, and standard deviations

Variables Means SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Extrinsic regulation 3.69 1.29 1

2 Introjected regulation 4.57 1.28 0.51** 1

3 Identified regulation 4.66 1.35 0.34** 0.59** 1

4 Intrinsic motivation 4.73 1.35 0.20** 0.42** 0.67** 1

5 Task performance 3.40 0.70 0.22** 0.20** 0.12** 0.11** 1

6 Dedicative motivation 3.83 0.63 0.13** 0.15** 0.17** 0.13** 0.63** 1

7 Interpersonal motivation 3.58 0.69 0.17** 0.14** 0.13** 0.13** 0.70** 0.69** 1

8 Adaptive motivation 3.56 0.70 0.15** 0.18** 0.26** 0.18** 0.60** 0.59** 0.51** 1

Notes: Reliability coefficients are shown in bold along the diagonal of the table. n=630; **P<0.01. Two-tailed tests.

Table 7 ANOVA results of gender, age and education level in

Study 2 (n=630)

SS df mean F

Gender 2.153 4 0.538 2.178

Age 816.156 4 204.039 4.927

Education level 3.722 4 0.931 2.334

Note: n=630.
Abbreviations: SS, sum-of-squares; df, degrees of freedom; MS, mean squares; F, F

ratio.

Table 8 Results of latent class analyses

Number of groups AIC BIC VLMR

p-value

LMR-A

p-value

BLRT

p-value

Entropy

2 8106.41 8164.18 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.79

3 7945.51 8025.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.88

4 7829.60 7931.82 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.78

5 7696.01 7820.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.79

6 7635.85 7782.50 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.80

Abbreviations: BIC, Bayesian information criteria; AIC, Akaike information criteria; VLMR, Vuong-LoMendell-Rubin-likelihood ratio test; LMR-A, Lo-Mendell-Rubin

adjusted LRT test; BLRT, Bootstrapped likelihood ratio test.
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than the latter. The interpersonal performance was highest in

the workmotivation profiles in the dominant, followed by the

IM-dominant, high-midrange, low-midrange, and IM-minor.

Please see Figure 3 for details. Employees in the dominant

and IM-dominant and high-midrange profiles did not show

significant differences in interpersonal performance; how-

ever, they all hold significantly higher levels than employees

with the low-midrange and IM-minor profiles. The dominant

profile presented the highest dedicated performance, fol-

lowed by the IM-dominant, high-midrange, low-midrange,

and IM-minor. Figure 3 verified that employees reporting as

dominant performed better than did employees with IM-

dominant, high-midrange, low-midrange, and IM-minor.

The dominant and high-midrange profiles presented the high-

est adaptive performance, followed by IM-dominant, low-

midrange, and IM-minor, as indicated in Figure 3.

Employees with dominant and IM-dominant profiles did

not show significant differences in interpersonal perfor-

mance; however, they presented significantly higher levels

than did employees in the high-midrange, low-midrange, and

IM-minor profiles. According to the results, hypothesis 2 and

hypothesis 3 were supported, but hypothesis 4 was not abso-

lutely supported.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to identify the structures and

functions of work motivation profiles by using a person-

centered approach (LPA)14 under the framework of SDTand

Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile 3 Profile 4 Profile 5
1.5

1

0.5

-0.5

-1

-1.5

0

External motivation Introjection motivation Identification motivation Intrinsic motivation

Figure 2 Groups of work motivations from LPA (Study 2).

1.5

1

0.5

-0.5

-1

-1.5

Task performance Interpersonal performance Dedicative performance Adaptive performance

0

IM-dominant IM-minor Low-midrange High-midrange Domianant

Figure 3 Mean task performance, dedicated performance, interpersonal performance.

Table 9 ANOVA results of motivations in different profiles

Variables SS df MS F

Task performance 16.03 4 4.01 8.53***

Interpersonal performance 11.72 4 2.92 6.28***

Dedicative performance 12.40 4 3.10 8.21***

Adaptive performance 16.71 4 4.18 8.66***

Notes: n=630; ***P<0.005.
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to explore the relationships between work motivations and

different work performances in the workplace. Generally,

the results of the two studies found five profiles that were

different in the level (quantitative differences—dominant,

high-midrange, and low-midrange) and shape (qualitative

differences—IM-minor and IM-dominant) of the profile

indicators. Joshua Howard employed LPA to divide the

employees’ motivation into four different types: amoti-

vated, moderately autonomous, highly motivated and

balanced.43 In our research, we found dominant is similar

to highly motivated in Joshua’s research. Their different

motivations were all high level. IM-dominant in our

research is similar to moderately autonomous. They both

owned above-average levels of identified regulation and

internal motivation, below-average levels of introjected

motivation and low level of external regulation. Likewise,

IM-minor in our research is somehow similar to amotivated

and balanced. Prior research by Joshua Howard presented a

little high in external motivation and low in introjected

motivation, identified motivation, and internal motivation.

It was interesting that our data revealed low-midrange

which profiles characterized moderate below-average levels

of all motivations and high-midrange which profiles char-

acterized moderate above-average levels of all motivations.

In Study1 low-midrange and high-midrange separately con-

sisted of 23.9% and 32.5% of the sample. In Study 2 low-

midrange and high-midrange separately accounted for

31.42% and 24.28% of the whole samples. Obviously,

these two types of employee’s work motivation occupied

more than 50% of the samples in both Study 1 and Study 2.

In Chinese culture, “Zhong Yong” thinking prolonged for a

long time. They used multiple perspectives to think about

one phenomenon in different ways. After thinking about all

different views in detail, people will make the choices that

consider themselves and the overall situation at the same

time.53,54 So their behaviors are motivated by moderately

different motivations at the same time.

These different profiles had a different relationship

with four work performance. Dominant exhibited higher

task performance, interpersonal performance, adaptive per-

formance, and dedicated performance when compared

with all other profiles (although not significantly different

from IM-dominant on interpersonal performance and

adaptive performance). High-midrange exhibited higher

task performance and interpersonal performance. Low-

midrange exhibited lower task performance, interpersonal

performance, adaptive performance, and dedicated perfor-

mance. IM-minor exhibited the lowest interpersonal per-

formance, adaptive performance, and dedicated

performance when compared with all profiles, but their

task performance was a little better. IM-dominant exhib-

ited higher adaptive performance and dedicated perfor-

mance closely following the dominant and its higher

interpersonal performance closely followed the high-mid-

range, but their task performance was worse.

The major theoretical contribution of this research is

that we used LPA to demonstrate five different subpopula-

tions that can exhibit different combinations of work moti-

vations, which contributed greatly to previous studies on

work motivation in terms of the perspectives of person-

centric paradigms and separation. The contribution of this

work is that it can provide an explanation of the different

relationships between work motivations and work perfor-

mances. In particular, three profiles (dominant, high-

Table 10 Multiple-comparison results of work performance

Profile Profile Task performance Interpersonal performance Dedicative performance Adaptive performance

Profile 1 Profile 2 0.21 0.38** 0.39** 0.57***

Profile 3 0.03 0.17* 0.16* 0.19*

Profile 4 −0.18* 0.01 0.03* 0.07*

Profile 5 −0.34*** −0.14 −0.16* −0.12

Profile 2 Profile 3 −0.18 −0.21 −0.23* −0.37**

Profile 4 −0.39** −0.04** −0.37** −0.49***

Profile 5 −0.55*** −0.53*** −0.56** −0.69***

Profile 3 Profile 4 −0.22** −0.16* −0.13* −0.12**

Profile 5 −0.37** −0.31*** −0.32*** −0.31***

Profile 4 Profile 5 −0.15* −0.15* −0.19** −0.19

Notes: The p-value represents a significant difference between different profiles in motivations. n=630; *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.005.
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midrange, and low-midrange) provide evidence to show

that different motivations can coexist within individuals at

comparable levels, and two profiles (IM-dominant and IM-

minor) provide evidence.

Second, our results show that identified regulation is

important in predicting work performance. Identified reg-

ulations can promote and protect intrinsic motivations

rather than diminish them. Identified regulations were

more important in predicting work performance.4

Compared to employees with low identified regulations

and intrinsic motivations and high introjected regulations

and extrinsic motivations (high-midrange) employees with

high identified regulations and intrinsic motivations and

low introjected regulations and extrinsic motivations (IM-

dominant) have significantly higher interpersonal perfor-

mance, dedicative performance, and adaptive performance.

Third, we advance the SDT research through this work.

This study explored the relations between different motiva-

tion profiles and work performance. The usual argument is

that intrinsic motivation is the most potent predictor.10

Compared with employees with low extrinsic motivations

and high intrinsic motivations (IM-dominant), employees

with high intrinsic motivations and low extrinsic motiva-

tions (IM-dominant) have good task performance. In strate-

gies of combinations of different motivations, employees’

work performance cannot be determined by one motivation

independently. This research believes that employees are a

complex system and that individuals experience different

levels of different work motivations. Thus, this research

extends previous research about work motivation.

Practical implications
First, in practice, managers can use different management

approaches for different work motivation strategies. For

example, managers can stimulate the external motivation

level of IM-dominant through management intervention,

which can improve an employee’s task performance. IM-

minor, high-midrange, low-midrange can be motivated

through training, in order to promote their work perfor-

mance. Managers can provide more autonomy support for

dominant, which can assistant employees obtain better

performance.

Second, managers can help the organization to opti-

mize its human resources components by identifying work

motivation profiles. Managers can help the organization

save human resource costs by identifying work motivation

profiles. For example, when recruiting new members,

managers should try their best to choose the employees

whose work motivation strategy fits their organization.

Managers can also let go of employees that might con-

tribute little to the organization.

Third, managers should consider working conditions or

other ways to buffer and reduce the impact of work moti-

vation on work performance. For example, coordination

among employees who have different work motivation

profiles can complement team performance. The combina-

tion of employees’ different motivation strategies may

promote team performance.

Implications for future research
First, future research can explore the antecedent of work

motivation profiles. Researchers can study whether per-

sonality traits, work environment, the social network can

impact employees use different work motivations.

Second, future research can detect the work behavior

of different work motivation profiles, for example, work

passion, pro-social behavior, green behavior. The study

used Wen’s work performance scales to assess Chinese

employees’ work performance, which was performed in a

Chinese organizational environment. We can also examine

whether countries with different cultures will show similar

findings. Future research in different countries is needed to

further understand the different combinations of work

motivations in those cultures.

Third, our participants did not include all types of

occupations, such as nurses or soldiers. We should confirm

whether a similar combination of work motivations can be

extended to other occupations. Future work may consider

testing multiple profiles in different occupations.

Fourth, we studied only general work motivations;

thus, dynamic variations were not observed. A meaningful

direction would be to test the change in motivation over

time. Moreover, other person-centered techniques can be

used to assess changes over time, such as latent transition

analysis,55 and they could be implemented to show if and

when people utilize different strategies over time.
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